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Abstract—For clean signal,  noise cancellation techniques 

are  explored  day-by-day.  At  the  user  end  the  clean  signal  is 

highly  essential  for  different  purposes.  In  this  authors  have 

considered  the  bio-medical  signal  that  is  corrupted  with 

impulsive noise. It is very important to separate from the signal, 

as its occurrence is sudden and often similar to the signal. The 

popular adaptive algorithms have been tested for cancellation of 

impulsive noise. Further most used Wilcoxon LMS is also verified 

for impulsive noise case. Finally it has been modified for the same 

purpose. The result found excellent in terms of less MSE, SNR 

improvement and faster convergence.

 

Index  Terms—Impulsive  noise;  ECG;  Adaptive  Algorithm; 

LMS; NLMS; WLMS; MA-WLMS.

I. INTRODUCTION 

As  per  World  Health  Organization  review,  about  20 

million individuals may bite the dust in the year 2017 because 

of the heart attack. Heart related issues are expanding day by 

day  and  Electrocardiogram  (ECG)  signal  is  vital  in 

determination  of  heart  related  issues.  The  ECG  signal  is 

utilized to know the cardiovascular state of a human. ECG is 

obtained by the electrical movement of the heart and can be 

measured  by  interfacing  electrodes  on  the  skin  surface  of 

particular parts of the body. As the ECG is a recording of the 

electrical exercises of the heart, it can help one get an idea of a 

human's heart exercises and can likewise help in recognizing 

variations  in  heart  action,  for  example,  cardiovascular 

infractions or unequal beat intervals. 

ECG signal contains various noises. For better decision 

on  patient  treatment,  it  is  essential  to  remove  these  noised 

from the monitoring receiver. Due to non-stationary nature of 

majority ECG signals, filtering of the signal to remove these 

noised  is  an  essential  component  of  signal  processing. 

Different noises can be associated with ECG signal are: Base 

line  wander,  50 Hz  power  line  interference,  motion  artifact 

electromyogram (EMG) etc. Actually, most sorts of noises are 

not  stationary,  it  implies,  that  the  noise  power  measured 

highlights some variability.

The noise generated by the human muscle is  the most 

difficult  noise  that  ought  to  be  removed.  The  switching 

transient  in  power,  incidental  pulses  in  phone  lines  add  to 

impulsive noises. Such wonders happen in bio-medical signal 

in  diathermia,  while  utilizing  surgical  gadgets,  in  electro 

cardiology  (muscle  noise).  Also  this  type  of  noise  gets 

included in ECG signal at the time of signal acquisition. To 

accomplish better noise reduction from non-stationary signals 

like  ECG,  different  adaptive  algorithm  can  be  utilized.  As 

adaptive  filters  don't  have  fixed  channel  coefficients,  these 

channels  can  change  their  coefficients  to  lessen  the  noise 

present in the signal through adjustment.

A little  amount  of  the  works  related  with  this  area  of 

investigation has been accomplished. Some major works are 

cited in the accompanying section. In this piece of work, we 

have endeavored to develop a system which will nullify the 

impulsive noise from ECG signal by using adaptive filtering 

theory.  We have  modified  the  Wilcoxon  norm  based  LMS 

algorithm  in  a  new  way  to  weight  variation.  We  have 

compared  the  Signal  to  Noise  ratio  (SNR) improvement  of 

various  adaptive  filters.  Also  we  have  compared  the  Mean 

Square Error of those filters.

The organization of the paper is as below. The detail literature 

is provided in section II. In segment III, our proposed method 

along with some other existing adaptive filtering techniques 

has  been  explored.  Section  IV  introduces  the  results  and 

discussion.  Finally,  section  V  finishes  up  this  paper  with 

conclusion.

II. RELATED LITERATURE 

Adaptive  algorithms  have  been  used  in  many 

applications since two to three decades. One of the important 

applications is noise cancellation. This has been attempted by 

many researchers also. But the variant of noise with variation 

of applications are less used till date. Some of the works based 

on adaptive algorithm for  noise cancellation is cited in this 

section.

Different algorithms concerned to adaptive filter sparsity 

has been introduced in [1]. The algorithms emphasize on the 

application domain of echo cancellation and identification of 

system. It  was based on minimization of cost  function with 

respect  to  a  time  dependent  norm  of  filter  update.  They 

assumed that their problem has not a closed form solution so 

they  have  proposed  an  approximate  solution  followed  by 

asymptotic  behavior.  Conventional  linear  system’s 

performance becomes poor when data is distorted with non-
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Gaussian noise. Adaptive filter design is an alternative 

solution to it. S.R Kim et. al. have proposed an adaptive pre-

processor to minimize the impulsive components when the 

background noise is correlated with Gaussian process [2]. 

Their proposed method can adapt to the changes happened in 

the real time environment and have minimized the effect of 

impulsive noise from the system. In order to reduce the mixed 

norms and for the error signals, these authors have proposed 

two RAPS (robust affine projection sign) algorithms. In 

RAPS, the norm-based objective function gradient decides the 

direction vectors. The line search for both RAPS algorithm 

has been estimated using two norm-based minimization 

problems. Norm-based direction vector helps minimization of 

the effect of impulse noise. On the contrary, production of 

unbiased solution is possible using the line search. The SMAP 

(set-membership affine projection algorithm is the main 

source data selective adaptation followed by one of the RAPS 

technique. As compared to PAPs (pseudo affine projection 

sign) and Affine projection sign (APS), the RAPS algorithm 

has shown improvement in steady state misalignment 

reduction and convergence speed. A simulated application of 

RAPS has been explored in this area [3]. Similarly the 

adaptive LMS algorithm was modified to filtered LMS (Fx-

LMS) and used for different applications. But when outliers 

are present this algorithm does not gives satisfactory result. 

For improvement of the technique Filtered-X Wilcoxon LMS 

and Filtered-X least mean log square was proposed. Both of 

them are basically learning algorithms which are robust in 

nature [4]. A solution to many problems like target tracking, 

environment sensing, and data collection is Distributed 

wireless sensor network. T Panigrahi et. al. have used cost 

function like Wilcoxon norm and error saturation nonlinearity 

in impulsive noise environment to solve the robust adaptive 

estimation problem [5]. But the incremental scheme is not 

useful to impulsive type environment so that they have used 

Wilcoxon norm to the incremental scheme to estimate the 

desired parameters in the existence Gaussian corrupted 

impulsive noise. LMS algorithm is one of the generally 

utilized algorithms in many tasks in the field of engineering, 

medicine, industries etc. The AFA (adaptive filtering 

algorithm) with averaging is a development over the LMS 

algorithm and has an enhanced performance. Also authors 

have used this algorithm in speech processing. Their proposed 

modification was verified for noise cancellation and had a 

better performance in terms of improved signal-to-noise ratio 

[6]. Recovering of signal from distortion and noise is 

performed by the application of various adaptive algorithms 

and has made the focus of research work. Excess mean square 

error is a disadvantage in LMS algorithm that causes 

performance degradation when desired signal has large power 

fluctuation.  To avoid it, many researchers have given effort in 

many ways. Some of them have proposed two methods 

associated to LMS algorithm. One of them is weighted sum 

method and another is sum method. They have compared the 

weighted sum method with the sum method. Either one 

technique provides significant upgrades in the existence of 

strong desired signals and identical performance in the 

presence of weak desired signals, with respect to the 

conventional LMS algorithm [7]. Similarly the averaging 

algorithm as Filtered-x Adaptive Filtering with Averaging 

(FxAFA) was used the averages of information and correction 

term to update the weight value.  It has been simulated for 

single channel feed forward noise controller system and 

compared their result with FxRLS algorithm on the basis of 

computational complexity and stability. G.G Yin et. al. have 

considered the averaging scheme in adaptive algorithm and 

have obtained optimal convergence with the algorithm with 

respect to the traditional approach [8-9]. AICF (adaptive 

impulse correlated filter) for event-related signals was used to 

remove the noise, even though the noise is colored noise and 

estimates the deterministic component of the signal. It has 

experienced with two inputs as primary input and reference 

input for the performance analysis in terms of signal-to-noise 

ratio, convergence and misadjustment error applied in ECG 

signal analysis [10]. RLS algorithm was compared with this 

algorithm for computational complexity and stability issues. 

AFA algorithm has high convergence rate as compared to that 

of the RLS algorithm and low computational complexity and 

robust in fixed-point calculation. The algorithm was tested in 

presence of car noise and office noise in speech signal [11]. 

Widrow’s adaptive algorithm have been applied to speech 
signal, where which there is an acoustic barrier in between 

primary and reference inputs. During silence active noise 

canceller can cancel the noise with a little speech distortion by 

updating the weights. The modified ANC system works well 

and a SNR improvement up to 11 dB was achieved by 

involving a reference input to the outside of the face mask 

[12]. Comparison among LMS and RLS has been made for 

AC and DC noise within ECG signal in [13]. Performance of 

RLS algorithm is better than that of LMS in terms of MSE and 

convergence. Also for ECG signal case, M.Z U Rahman et. al. 

have used normalized signed regressor LMS (NSRLMS) 

algorithm. This algorithm has less computational complexity 

due to the sign present in the calculation and better filtering 

capacity due to the standardized term as compared to the 

standard algorithms. But it is especially reasonable for 

applications requiring substantial signal to noise proportions 

with less computational complexity [14].  Similarly, many 

trials have been made to cancel the noise from ECG signal 

with modification of existing algorithms [14-21]. But the 

literature cannot provide sufficient information regarding 

impulsive noise cancellation from cardiac signal. For the real 

time application authors in this piece of work have considered 

the cardiac signal contaminated with impulsive noise. The 

proposed algorithm is compared with existing algorithms for 

its performance and is depicted in the following section. 

III. METHOD FOR IMPULSIVE NOISE CANCELLATION  

The bio-medical signals are recorded with a disturbance at the 

time of signal acquisition. An extensive variety of noise exists 
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in bio-medical signal. One of the noises is a waveform of an 

electrical movement made by human muscles. In some cases 

this noise can be impulsive in nature. Impulsive noise can be 

due to internal i.e. from the human muscle or can be from 

eternal i.e. from the environment. So separating of this sort of 

noises is a fundamental need as impulsive noises are sudden 

burst having high amplitudes. Adaptive filtering theory can be 

utilized to remove impulsive noise from ECG signal ad 

adaptive filters can change their coefficients according to the 

environment. 

The proposed block diagram of the adaptive noise 

cancellation for ECG signal is as follows, 

 
Fig. 1. Structure of Adaptive Noise Cancellation Procedure 

 

Transversal structure is commonly employed framework 

for adaptive filter implementation. It considered as the desired 

signal as (𝑛) which is noise less ECG signal. For input (𝑛) 

we have picked an impulsive noise influenced ECG signal. 

The error signal which is obtained by taking the difference 

between the desired signal and the output signal gathered by 

passing the input signal through a adaptive channel is meant 

by 𝜀(𝑛) [22]. 

The error signal 𝜀(𝑛) can be estimated as, 𝜀 𝑛 =  𝑛 − (𝑛)                 (1) 

The adaptive changes its weights as demonstrated by the 

noise signal. Whenever the error will be minimum, ideal point 

will be reached and at this instance of time we will get our 

clean ECG signal without impulsive noise. The adaptive 

output is described by,  𝑛 = 𝜔 𝑛 𝑇 (𝑛)                 (2) 𝜔(𝑛) is the weights of the adaptive filter. Some adaptive 

algorithms we will explore now to update the weights so as to 

achieve the noise cancellation task. For comparison purpose, 

following algorithms have been used. Finally in subsection 3.4 

the proposed approach is clearly explained. 

3.1. Least Mean Square (LMS) Algorithm  

When we are analyzing a noisy signal to get the clean 

signal adaptive algorithm plays a vital role to eliminate the 

noise. LMS algorithm can be used for changing the weights of 

the adaptive filter [23-26]. The weight adaption relation can be 

demonstrated by the following relation [23], 𝜔 𝑛 + 1 = 𝜔 𝑛 + 2𝜇𝜀 𝑛 (𝑛)              (3) 

Where, 𝜔 𝑛 + 1  is the next weight value to be updated and 𝜇 

is the convergence coefficient, whose value is generally 

between 0 to 1. Also 𝜇 controls the stability of the system and 

convergence rate. 

 

3.2. Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) Algorithm 

Norm is associated with LMS algorithm. When LMS is 

normalized, the algorithm is termed as normalized LMS 

(NLMS). Due to normalization it has a greater stability than 

LMS algorithm and convergence rate is also higher. The 

weight update relation of NLMS algorithm can be as follows 

[22, 23, 26], 𝜔 𝑛 + 1 =  𝜔 𝑛 +  𝜇 . 𝜀 𝑛 .
 𝑛 

δ+  𝑛  2
                 (4) 

Here δ is the small correction factor. Norm can be zero so if 

the denominator part will be zero then the equation will be 

invalid. So we are considering one small correction factor to 

avoid this problem. 

 

3.3. Wilcoxon Least Mean Square (WLMS) Algorithm 

Let us use the cost function as Wilcoxon norm to 

upgrade the algorithm using ‘n’ number of weights of a linear 
combiner. The algorithm uses iteration based training. In each 

iteration ‘m’ samples are used to update the linear combiner 
weights. A score function is desired to characterize the 

Wilcoxon norm error term 𝜀 having length ‘ ’. The 

conventional LMS can be used to update the model weights so 

as to expel the norm consistently. The score function can be 

defined as [4, 5, 24, 25],  

β 𝑖 : [0,1] → Ʀ         (5) 

Which is non-diminishing such that,  β21

0
 𝑖 𝑑𝑖 < ∞                         (6) 

The score related with the score function ∂ can be defined by, 

=>𝒅( ) = 𝛃  
+

                          (7) 

Where,  is a positive number. It can be demonstrated that 

the accompanying cost function which is a pseudo norm on Ʀ . 𝑱 𝒚 =   =  𝒅 Ʀ   
=

 

=  𝒅( ) ( )=          (8) 

Where, Ʀ   represents the rank of  among all 

, … , . And it can be sort by , ≤ ⋯ ≤,  and 𝒅  =𝛃  
+

  and 𝜷  =  ( − . 𝟓) Now we can call    as 

in equation (8) as the Wilcoxon norm of the error vector .  
To determine the Wilcoxon LMS algorithm we need to use 

the steepest descent method, 

(𝒚 + ) = (𝒚) + 𝝁 𝛁 𝑱 𝒚            (9) 

Where, 𝛁 𝑱 𝒚  can be evaluated as,  
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𝑱(𝒚)𝒚 =  𝒅 Ʀ   = =  𝒅( )=          (10) 

3.4. Modified Averaging Wilcoxon Least Mean Square (MA-

WLMS) Algorithm 

To reduce the computational complexity and to make the 

system stable instead of conventional algorithms adaptive 

algorithm with averaging can be considered.  For applications 

where fast converging is required conventional LMS, NLMS 

algorithms are not applicable [11]. Also WLMS can be 

adaptable but it has stability issues. Similarly RLS algorithm 

can also be adaptable but due to its recursive structure it has 

more complexity. So in order to overcome all the issues above 

we have presented a modification to WLMS algorithm based 

on adaptive filtering with averaging so called Modified 

Averaging Wilcoxon Least Mean Square (MA-WLMS) 

algorithm. Adaptive filtering with averaging (AFA) can be 

realized by as followed [6], 

Noise can be estimated as,  𝑛 =  𝜔 𝑛 1(𝑛 − 𝑘)𝑘=0                   (11) 

Where,  is the filter order and 1 is the noise component 

present in the signal. 

To minimize the mean square error the filter coefficients 

are adjusted recursively so as per [8, 11] a standard algorithm 

can be considered for approximating the vector of filter 

weights as, 𝜔 𝑛 + 1 = 𝜔 𝑛 + 𝜇  𝑛 𝜀(𝑛)           (12) 

Here (𝑛) is the input signal vector, 𝜔 𝑛  is the adaptive 

coefficient vector and 𝜀(𝑛) is the error vector. 𝜇 is a positive 

scalar. 

Taking the averages of   𝜔 𝑛   equation (12) can be 

transformed to, 𝜔 𝑛 + 1 = 𝜔 𝑛        +
1𝑛𝜇  𝑛 𝜀(𝑛)           (13) 

Where we can represent the averages of  𝜔 𝑛  as follows, 𝜔 𝑛        =
1𝑛  𝜔 𝑛 𝑛𝑘=1                                   (14) 

The value of 𝜇 lies in between 0.5 to 1.  

According to the analysis present in the upper given 

algorithm is not stable initially because only the averages of 

the coefficients have been considered. So to enhance the 

stability also the averages of the input signal and the error 

signal is also considered. So the adaptive filtering with 

averaging can be obtained as, 𝜔𝑘 𝑛 + 1 = 𝜔𝑘 𝑛         +
1𝑛𝜇  𝑛 𝜀(𝑛)                          (15) 

Where, 𝑘 = 0,1, . . . ,  𝜔𝑘 𝑛          and  𝑛 𝜀(𝑛)             can be calculated from their past values, 

so averaging here does not make extra burden to the 

calculation. Here covariance matrix is not present so the 

estimate of covariance is not needed. Automatically 

computational complexity reduces as well as stability 

increases.  

On application to impulsive noise cancellation from 

LMS and NLMS algorithm WLMS has better performance. So 

in order to improve the performance with respect to Signal-to-

Noise ratio (SNR) we have modified the WLMS algorithm in 

corporation with adaptive filtering with averaging by 

introducing the Wilcoxon norm to it. And the Modified 

Averaging Wilcoxon LMS (MA-LMS) algorithm can be given 

by, 𝜔𝑘 𝑛 + 1 = 𝜔𝑘 𝑛         +
1𝑛𝜇  𝑛 𝜀(𝑛)              (𝑛) 2

+ 𝐴𝑉𝐺  1𝑛𝜇  𝑛 𝜀(𝑛)              (𝑛) 2
     (16) 

The proposed adjustment was evaluated and tested for 

impulsive noise cancellation in ECG signal. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

For simulation we have acquired the ECG signal from 

MIT-BIH database [27]. We have tried to cancel out the 

impulsive noise by considering the following parameters as 

given in table- -1. 

 
Table 1 Parameters for Impulsive Noise cancellation 

Parameters Values 𝝁 for adaptive algorithms 0.08 

 for NLMS algorithm 0.001 

No. of iteration 3600 

Tap-weight 16 

 

 

Fig. 2. Impulsive noise cancellation using LMS algorithm 

 

Fig. 3. Impulsive noise cancellation using NLMS algorithm 
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Fig. 4. Impulsive noise cancellation using WLMS algorithm 

 

Fig. 5. Impulsive noise cancellation using MA-WLMS algorithm 

Fig.2 to Fig.5 demonstrates the impulsive noise 

cancellation from ECG sign utilizing LMS, NLMS,WLMS 

and MA-WLMS algorithm separately. In all cases noise is 

removed so to know which calculation is better we have 

compared the Mean Square curve of each algorithm.   

 

Fig.6. MSE comparison between LMS, NLMS, WLMS and MA-WLMS 

algorithm. 

Also we have obtained the performance of the proposed 

algorithm with respect to SNR.SNR before filtering and SNR 

after filtering has beeen calculated an. At that point we have 

also calulated the SNR improvement.From Table.2 MA-

WLMS algorithm has preferred SNR improvement than LMS, 

NLMS and WLMS. 

Table 2: SNR comparison between LMS, NLMS, WLMS and MA-

WLMS 

FILTER 

TYPE 

SNR 

BEFORE 

FILTERING 

SNR AFTER 

FILTERING 

SNR 

IMPROVEMENT 

LMS 7.8499 dB 11.3658 dB 3.5159 dB 

NLMS 7.0176 dB 12.5551 dB 5.5375 dB 

WLMS 7.1397 dB 15.4473dB 8.3076dB 

MA-

WLMS 

7.1086 dB 16.8498 dB 9.7412 dB 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed algorithm has shown excellency for noise 

removal. Though impulsive noise is complex, it is removed 

using the proposed algorithm and the SNR has been improved 

almost three times than standard LMS algorithms. It is suitable 

for the sensitive bio-medical applications. The algorithm may 

be verified for other signals and can be suitably used for real 

time application. The implementation of the algorithm can be 

useful for modern medical equipments and can be extended 

for future work. 
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